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Part 2 - CHRIST OR CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS

I

n part one in our last issue, we discussed the difference between Christ and christ consciousness. Jesus is the Christ (literally: anointed -> the Messiah or savior). Christ consciousness is, very simplified: We are spirit in nature. We are part of a
consciousness of the universe. We need And we showed that gospels not includInside this issue...
to tap into the cosmic consciousness to ed in the Bible were rejected for good
• How to make a Fossil
become better people and have content- reason. One of those reasons being the
• Evidences of a Young Earth
ment on earth. We mentioned that those extreme subordination of women taught
• Reincarnation
looking for christ consciousness believe in Gospel of Thomas.
• Something on many fields of science...........
that the Bible has been modified over the
hose who seek christ consciousness
years. Legitimate research discounts
have accepted that Jesus lived (that
those claims. Though a very few typos is a documented fact) and that he did
have crept in, the message of the Bible
See Christ on page 3
has been maintained amazingly well.
These meetings will feature a 1 hour

T

MEETINGS
video followed by discussion.

Meeting Day
Thursdays
Saturdays

Carving the Grand Canyon

H
B

ow long did it take to carve the
Grand Canyon? That question has
had different answers over the years.
efore the 1930's, evolutionists proposed that it took 40 million years.
The Colorado River supposedly eroded
the canyon at exactly the same pace as
the Colorado Plateau rose in height.
(Science news, 9/30/2000).

W

e wish we had written it down
in 1977 when we first visited the
Canyon, but I recall the signs saying it

took 30
years.

million

B

y 1987, the
time
had
dropped to 4 million years. (Hoffman, 1987, p.12). That is quite a drop
in age.

I

n the March 2003 issue of National
Geographic Kids, on page 7, pictured
above, a new estimate is given. Their
See Canyon on page 2

Age of the Earth - Population Growth

H

ow long would it take to populate
the earth with 6 billion people?
First, let's look at what evolutionists and
creationists predict from their theories:

E

volutionists say: The population
growth rate over time has been
almost zero. Reason: Man/humanoids
have been around for nearly 1,000,000
years. To grow from 2 people to 6 billion people over that amount of time
would necessitate a very tiny birth rate.
See Population on page 3

Time(s)
7:00 PM
3:30 & 7:00 PM

Unlocking the Mystery of Life
- Several former evolutionists explain how
they were forced by the scientific evidence to
accept the intelligent design of life.

Evidences - Explains how modern geolo-

gists, old earth & young earth, now believe at
least 1/3 of all sediments were rapidly deposited as mud flows.

In the Beginning - Shows how Noah's

flood best explains sediment layers, mountain building and the ice age.

Match the color of the presentation
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Join us at Jordan Hall
The Uptown Meeting Place
401 N. 89A
Go to the North end of uptown on the left
side of the street. We'll have a sign out.

For nothing is hidden that shall not become evident, nor anything secret
that shall not be known and come to light. Jesus Christ - Luke 8:17
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Canyon continued from p. 1

new estimate is 750 thousand years!
Evolutionists have gone from 40 million
to 3/4 million years!

started flowing over the top of the rock,
carving started and within a few weeks,
the canyon was carved.

M

any evolutionists who study the
Grand Canyon agree with this
hen we read further in the article:
idea. Of course, they think it happened
"...the Canyon
a million years ago, but many
grew in quick, The official Grand Canagree with the method and
violent spurts from yon Guide gives a carvamount of time it took to carve
massive
flood- ing time of 5-6 million
the canyon. Nothing smaller
years with the bottom
ing..." As creation
than one massive catastrophe
scientists have been half being carved in the
can account for the canyon.
last 750,000 years.
saying for four deSeveral "spurts" doesn't fit scicades, only massive
entifically.
flooding could carve the Grand Canyon
t is appropriate to write about this
and leave it as we see it today. In ormovement on the part of evolutionder to stretch the time period as much
as possible, the evolutionists declare it ists because creation science was started
happened in several "spurts." How did in 1961 by a book written by Dr. Henry
these massive spurts occur? What do we Morris called The Genesis Flood. Dr.
see happening today that could produce Morris was head of the engineering
the scale of flooding needed to carve the department of Virginia Polytech at the
time. His Ph.D. is in civil engineering
Grand Canyon in spurts?
with a specialty in hydraulics (moved or
urrent thinking by creation scienoperated or effected by liquid). Evolutists is that after Noah's flood, a
tionists called The Genesis Flood nonhuge upland sea was covering much of
science and pseudoscience 40 years ago
the area north of the Canyon. Within a
... and still do today. Yet, the evolutionfew hundred years after the flood (about
ists now agree with the basic mechanics
4300 years ago), the rock containing this
proposed in the book.
sea was breached. As has been proven
hich scientists best explained the
at Mt. St. Helens, a huge canyon can be
facts 40 years ago? Do you think
carved in solid rock in a few days (we
will feature this 1984 geological catas- the same scientists might also explain the
C
trophe in our next issue). Once the water facts best today? Why?

T

I

C

W

QUOTE:

"There is not one shred of evidence for any of this ridiculous make-believe about
feathered dinosaurs that will withstand scrutiny."
Dr. Storrs Olson,
Bird Expert, Smithsonian Institute, Nov. 1, 1999 in a letter to National Geographic.
Read the entire letter by going to our home page at http://www.cryingrocks.org.
Why do evolutionists continue to accept make-believe science? When "pre-human" Piltdown Man
was discovered, one scientist said it was a fake as the teeth had been filed. Over 300 scientists wrote
their Ph.D. dissertations on Piltdown Man with their Ph.D. advisors already having accepted the
"facts." Only after the person who originated the hoax confessed did scientists finally see filed teeth.
WHY? Because they want to prove the Bible wrong. They dislike accepting that Jesus is our Creator.
He spoke all creation into existence about 6000 years ago.

FREE !
Each month we offer a photograph you
can use as a desktop
background on your computer. This
month it is a waterfall in Chasm Creek
south of Camp Verde. Download it at:
http://www.cryingrocks.org.
C

How To make a Fossil

T

here are many ways to make a fossil:
Burial in mud, petrifaction (minerals turning buried vegetation into fossils
such as the petrified forests), capture in
amber and several others. They all have
one thing in common. The organism
must be cut off from scavengers, bacteria and air almost immediately.
Do we find dead fish becoming fossils at
the bottom of the ocean? No.
How about coyotes in the wild around
us? No

T

hese situations do not result in
preservation. Even skeletons erode
away in under 100 years in the dryness
of Arizona. ALL fossils are the result of
burial in mud or other material. Every
time you find a fossil, there was a catastrophe. The idea that fine layers can
build up at a rate of inches per thousands
of years is not supported by what we
know today.

I

n 1977 we visited Dinosaur National
Monument. The naturalist explained
that the dinosaurs went to dinosaur
graveyards to die. There was no other
way to explain how dinosaurs could be
so entangled and built up to a height of
over 32 feet (that is just the part in the
quarry building.

B

y 1995 it was river floods that swept
the dinosaurs away and buried
them. But river floods would have to be
huge and repeated and follow each other
in rapid succession to accomplish this.
And the same thing happened in many
parts of the world.

C

an you see the trend? In believing
in long ages of time, the religion
of Naturalism made assumptions that
required long times. When confronted
with real science, the time sequences are
shortened at Dinosaur National Monument, the Grand Canyon and many other
places.

T

he reasonable explanation is a
worldwide flood, brought by our
Creator and Judge: Jesus, as described in
the Bible... The flood of Noah.
C
The Quarry building at Dinosaur National Monument.

Population continued from p. 1

C

reationists say: The population
rate has been about the same as it
is now. Reason: We have wars, natural
Evolutionist
Prediction
• Man has been
in existence
for 1,000,000
years.

Creationist
Prediction

disaster and disease today just as there
has always been. Today, in undeveloped nations, the birth rate is quite high.
Based on birth rates being MUCH lower
than in undeveloped nations today, two

3

people 4500 years ago would expand to
6 billion today.

L

et's look at some predictions and
facts:

Observed
Fact

Conclusion

• Studies in mtDNA (the genetic code) have been used to support
an age of 80,00 to 250,000 since Eve... ASSUMING they knew in
advance the rate of change and that there were multiple males available to give breadth to the gene pool. Recent studies looking at actual mtDNA in actual populations show the rate to actually be much
different and supports Eve living less than 6000 years ago.
• Population has • Population has • The rate of population growth in undeveloped nations is as much
grown at a rate grown at near the as 3.0%. The growth rate before modern medicine was much higher
of less than .01% current rate of
than today in developed nations such as the USA. Two people 4300
1.7%.
years ago would expand to 6 billion today with a growth rate of just
.5% which less than 1/3 the current average worldwide birth rate.
• Evolutionists • There would be • Very few human fossils are found (except in cemeteries/burial sites
make no pre- few human fossils and there aren't many of those). If man has been around as long as
diction on how as few humans
evolutionists say, with a growth rate of just .01%, over 1043 people
many human have lived and
should be alive today and more than that number have been alive.
fossils there very few buried to If only one in 10,000,000 became a fossil there would be at least
could be. become a fossil.
1,000,000 fossils in easy to find locations. There are a few.
• The Stone Age
lasted 100,000
years with 1
to 10 million
people alive at
any given time.

• We are descendant from Noah
and his wife.
They lived 4300
years ago.

• There was no
"Stone Age."
There was a brief
period of "primitive" life after the
Tower of Babel.

• "Stone Age" humans buried their dead, most times with artifacts.
If 1 million was the usual population, they buried 4 billion humans.
If 10 million was the usual population they buried 40 billion. Only
a few "Stone Age" fossils/artifacts/burial sites exist.

W

• mtDNA research supports
the first human
female living
about 4300
years ago.
• The Creationist view fits the
facts.
• There are not
enough human
fossils to fit the
evolutionist
view.
• Too few human fossils
to support the
idea of 100,000
years of "Stone
Age."

e don't have enough space to show
you the many more population
growth facts. None of them fit the pre-

dictions of evolutionists. We have four
web site links on our web site home page
that will give you all the information and

math. We must ask the question:

Christ continued from p. 1

earth; I did not come to bring peace,
but a sword. For I came to set a man
against his father, and a daughter
against her mother, and a daughterin-law against her mother-in-law; and
a man’s enemies will be the members of
his household. He who loves father or
mother more than Me is not worthy of
Me; and he who loves son or daughter
more than Me is not worthy of Me.

use Jesus' name in our publicity releases,
editing them out.

spectacular miracles. When we were
of the same persuasion I had a friend
who said Jesus had an aura 6 miles in
diameter. That is quite a large aura. No
doubt, he was meek while strong, caring
and compassionate, just what everyone
would really like for a king or friend.

I

gnored or grossly distorted are
his words. Nobody wants this
compassionate person to say things like:
Matt. 10:32-37 Everyone therefore who
shall confess Me before men, I will also
confess him before My Father who is
in heaven But whoever shall deny Me
before men, I will also deny him before
My Father who is in heaven. Do not
think that I came to bring peace on the

O

uch. Tough words. Note that you
don't seek christ consciousness,
you confess Jesus, the person, as God.
And where is the peace? O, Jesus was
correct. We get some very nice emails
and calls from people that disagree with
us, but we get some that are unpleasant.
Jesus divides. The Red Rock news won't

Which predictions fit the facts?

C

W

hy such a explosive reaction?
Because we all desire to be our
own Gods. We resist any other options.
It is our sin nature. But Jesus claimed
to be God many times, especially in the
Book of John... Son of God and, at the
same time, the earthly manifestation of
God the Father. They are one, as Jesus
said. We want to work our way to our
own "redemption." But Jesus offers
a gift of redemption which we can do
nothing to earn. We simply need to
accept the gift. The only redemption
available. How incredibly loving is
Jesus to offer it as a free gift!
Until next issue...

C

after 10s of millions of years of erosion,
he speculated that it was a coastal plain
for all that time. That
doesn't make sense.
Coastal plains erode
today in a short time.
We are available to speak to
ow Guy is off to a
your organization or class. We will
conference at Mt.
give lessons to home-schoolers,
public school classes (we speak of St. Helens. We hope
weaknesses of evolution or Intel- to feature some stories
ligent Design in the public schools), on the science learned
any church, individual person or there over the past 25
group who would like to discuss years.
the ideas we represent. If you
e'll keep digare interested, please E-mail us at
ging for good
info@cryingrocks.org.
C science.

From the Editor

W
A

elcome.

SPEAKER

N

s we wrote
last
time,
Guy took a class
on the geology
of the Verde Valley. It was fun
and
excellent.
Kudos to the professor as he used
phrases like "we
think" and "possibly."
Though
he definitely taught the earth is old, his
approach and response to a couple of
my comments regarding his belief were
thoughtful and considerate. But, when
asked for an explanation for how the
earth could show no signs of erosion

W

Thanks for joining us!

Reincarnation - Just once please

A
1

s a former believer in reincarnation,
I find science brings on a dilemma.
There appears to be two possibilities:
Trillions upon trillions of people
have lived. That would mean that
each of us has lived countless lives attempting to get better. But here we are
after all those lives doing evil. We all do
things we wish we hadn't done (and hurt
people in the process). It doesn't appear
that reincarnation is a very good learning
process. One life is enough for me.

2

Jesus created the earth 6000 years
ago. Based on population statistics,
that means that nearly half of the people
that have ever lived are alive today.
Many people I knew claimed they had
lived many lives... one every couple
hundred years. But there is only time for
one or two, at the most, lives.

W

e know the population of the earth
was less than a billion just a few
centuries ago. That would indicate that
most (most likely all) people alive today
are experiencing their first life. So how
have so many lived so many lives?

T

he Bible says there will be one reincarnation. Why? God promises
that those who accept Jesus are adopted
into His family, fellow heirs with Jesus.
Jesus rose from the dead to assure us we
will rise too... into a world that is fully
redeemed. No pain. No death. No suffering.

J

oni Mitchell's song (Woodstock) is
wrong. We cannot get ourselves back
to the garden (of Eden). Jesus gets us
back to the garden in our next life right
here on a redeemed earth where thistles
and briars will no longer be.
C

We all want to hear the TRUTH! Now you can (inexpensively)...

Evolution
Cruncher

Over 900 pages of FACTS about evolution and creation. Many quotes by evolutionists admitting evolution's scientific bankruptcy. We request a donation of
$7.00 or more to cover our costs. Thank you!

If you pick up a copy at any of our meetings (see first page), a $5.00 donation will cover costs.

We must speak for silence
would shame us, and the
rocks themselves would cry
out... You, O Lord Christ
Jesus, must be praised for
who You are in the world
You have made.

Crying
Rocks
Ministry
Our Vision...
Each person touched by
Crying Rocks Ministry will
move closer to our Lord
Christ Jesus.
Our Mission...
Develop relationships with
Spiritual seekers to point them
toward our Lord Christ Jesus.
CONTACT US
PO Box 2526
Sedona, AZ 86339
928-282-2433
News@CryingRocks.org
Visit our web site for more information about Crying Rocks Ministry and great Creation Science
information:
http://www.CryingRocks.org
If you would like to further the cause of our
Lord Christ Jesus by supporting Crying Rocks
Ministry, we invite you to send a donation of
any size. Please send check or money order,
not cash. All donations are tax-deductible,
will be acknowledged, and a year end statement
will be sent after the first of each year.

